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Mr. and Mrs. Crabbe are enjoying their seaside vacation . . . until a certain dog blows away their

umbrella with an enormous fart. Before long, Walter is banned from the beach. While Walter is stuck

in the beach house, Betty and Billy hunt for treasure out on a sandbar. As soon as they find a nickel,

Mr. and Mrs. Crabbe elbow their way in. Soon all four get marooned during high tide. Will Walter

hear their cries for help?
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"Kids will find it hysterical. The dialogue is clever, and the art is quite ingenious. Seemingly

computer-conceived characters--including Walter, complete with a permanently abashed

expression--are unique efforts, as are the smoothly colored backgrounds. All in all, it's a gas."

William Kotzwinkle and Elizabeth Gundy live in Maine. Glenn Murray lives in Fredericton, New

Brunswick, Canada. Audrey Colman lives in Berkeley, California.

For some reason I find Walter and his antics hilarious. Yes, I am a grown up, yes I have a college

degree.. two actually... but I cannot get enough of this dang farting dog.This is the second book I

have purchased in this series. I can't say it is my favorite story line so far, but it still amused me. My



daughter is 4 and is not quite into the farting dog thing yet. I did have an older cousin of hers read it,

and they thought it was ludicrously funny. Yes. We have a win. Eight to ten year old boys and grown

up women.. this is the audience for Walter.I hope my daughter will grow into this one though,

because I do think it is awesome.Thanks!

This book is the funniest one in the series. When I read it to my son the first time we were both in

stitches laughing so hard. The best line is when Walter farts philosophically, I'm laughing just

thinking about it.

We love all of the Walter books and we read at least one every night. Walter was the first book I

ever read to him that he just latched on to. So I ordered all of them to keep his interest in reading

alive. So far so good. Keep farting Walter!

I ordered this book for my niece due to the similarities to the stories my husband's grandpa told

them when they were little. It's a cute little stocking stuffer. If you're looking for the meaning of life

inside this little book, remind yourself that it's a children's book. It's very simply written with great

visuals. I find it to be more of a funny story about a dog farting than about acceptance, so I won't go

too far into making it seem like an after-school special about tolerance. If you don't find humor in

farts and farting animals, then I would pass right by, but I don't see why you would be drawn to this

book anyways, the title and the cover art state clearly what the book is about.

My great nephews love love this story! Reading is great

Kids love it.

This book was hilarious! My kindercuties loved it and remained engaged the entire time it took me to

read it.

Returned it!
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